Maiori Design

Maiori Design produces smart, sustainable objects that are versatile, user friendly and innovative.

Blending traditional crafts and cutting edge engineering, Maiori Design creates spaces where both soul searching and modernity can meet.
Greens belongs to the Greens Vertical Garden System (VGS) family, because it is modular endless combinations of heights and colours are possible.

From one simple balcony wall to a big perimeter, just plug & play Greens VGS to suit your garden and space needs, or desires. Check how to make your own.
If you have 0.3 square meters of floor space, you have a garden, it is that simple, meet Greens, by Maiori Design. Designed simply Greens Mini is a must-have for a chic balcony and garden.
Designed as a simple drip watering system, Greens Duo is the starting point for a vertical garden; it allows water to flow from top to bottom, eliminating water paddles and overwatering, ideal for interior spaces. If you have 0.3 square meters of floor space you have a garden, it is that simple.
Greens Trio is more than just a planter, it is a room divider, thanks to its height you can place it to divide spaces and provide the privacy you need. Want to go public? Disassemble Greens Trio and see that it all fits stacked in the space of just one single pot.
Greens Maxi, with two and half meters of height can cover your entire wall from top to bottom, and unlike most of the vertical garden systems, it is easy to install. And if you need a rest from it, or need to move, just disassemble it and see that it all fits stacked in the space of just one single pot.
MaxiTrio

**Trio**

- Length: 1002 mm
- Height: 1837 mm
- Width: 295 mm

**Maxi**

- Length: 1002 mm
- Height: 2480 mm
- Width: 295 mm
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